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ABSTRACT 

The presence of discontinuities such as joints can significantly influence the consolidation behaviour 
of a soil or rock mass. The finite element code FRACON is based on Biot’s theory to model the 
consolidation of porous media in which joints and fissures are present. The following element types 
are formulated: i) Eight-noded isoparametric elements to represent the intact rock or soil mass ; ii) 
Six-noded thin elements to represent discrete joints. In this paper, we present the theoretical 
formulation of the FRACON code, and illustrate its verification against existing analytical 
solutions . We perform a parametric study which examines the importance of often neglected 
factors such as compressibility of fluid and solid phases , anisotropic permeability, and the 
presence of joints . Finally, we will present an example on how the FRACON code can be used to 
assess the impacts of glaciation loads on a nuclear fuel waste repository sited in the Canadian 
Shield. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The motivation for this research stems from its potential application to nuclear fuel waste 

management endeavours. For example, the Canadian concept for the disposal of high level heat 

emitting nuclear fuel waste consists of emplacing the wastes in a plutonic rock formation of the 

Canadian Shield . Since the wastes will generate heat for hundreds to thousands of years, the 

stability , deformation and water flow behaviour in the rock mass will be influenced by the 

thermal pulse induced by the wastes. The interaction of the thermal, mechanical and hydrological 

processes could be interpreted by generalizing Biot’s [l] theory of consolidation to include 

temperature effects. In addition to the consideration of intact rock behaviour, it is desirable to 

consider the influence of discontinuities such as fracture or fault zones that are usually present in 

massive geological formations. 

The finite element computer code , FRACON, is based on a generalization of BioPs theory of 

consolidation to include the non-isothermal consolidation behaviour of sparsely fractured hard 

rock masses, such as plutons encountered at great depths of the Canadian Shield. In this paper, 

the presentation primarily focusses on the isothermal consolidation of fractured media. The code 

verification against analytical solutions and a parametric study (of factors such as compressibility 

1 The opinions expressed in this paper are more of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views and 
positions of the Atomic Energy Control Board. 
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of the pore fluid , compressibility of the solid phase, anisotropic permeability, and the presence of 

joints) are presented. The use of the code to simulate a glaciation scenario on a nuclear fuel waste 

repository is also illustrated. 

2 GENERALIZATION OF BIOT’S THEORY OF CONSOLIDATION 

Although the main focus of this paper is on isothermal processes, for future reference, the general 

case of non-isothermal consolidation is considered in this section. Biot’s theory of consolidation can 

be generalized to include non-isothermal processes 12-51. The parameters that enter into these 

equations, as well as the particular forms of the governing equations differ from author to author, 

depending on the different assumptions adopted in the derivation and the spheres of interest. In 

this section, attention is devoted to a clear definition of the basic principles and assumptions 

required for the formulation of the particular form of the equations governing non-isothermal 

consolidation which will be adopted in the formulation of the FRACON code. 

In developing the equations governing quasi-static nonisothermal consolidation., it is necessary to 

invoke the basic principles of continuum mechanics (namely energy conservation, quasi-static 

equilibrium and mass conservation). These principles are universally applicable, independent of 

the nature of the medium being considered. Also, in order to arrive at a set of equations which can be 

solved( i.e a set in which the number of unknowns equals the number of equations), it is necessary to 

make additional assumptions concerning the following aspects: 

1. Law governing the flow of the pore fluid through the solid skeleton (Darcy’s law) 

2. Stress-strain relationship for solid matrixf constitutive laws ) 

3. A principle governing the interaction between the fluid and the solid matrix (effective stress 

principle) 

4. Heat transport mechanisms and in particular a law governing heat conduction (Fourier’s law) 

Unless otherwise stated a Cartesian tensor notation is used, with Einstein’s summation convention 

on repeated indices. In addition, the sign convention for both the stress and the fluid pressure is 

considered positive for tension fields. 

2.1 Generalized Dar&s law eovernine fluid flow 

Darcy’s law is applicable with reasonable accuracy for almost all types of geological materials [61. 

The law is applied routinely to describe flow of water in soils. In rocks, the law has been 

successfully applied in the mining industry to predict groundwater flows around mines and in the 



petroleum industry to predict reservoir yield. In nuclear fuel management programs, the 

applicability of Darcy’s law is also generally recognized. For example at the Underground 

Research Laboratory, in Pinawa, Manitoba (Canada), flow in both competent rocks and fracture 
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zones were assumed to obey Darcy’s law in order to predict the transient water inflow in the main 

shaft after its excavation. The predicted results compared well with the actual inflow rates 171. 

In most geotechnical applications, the pore fluid is water at a constant temperature, and the 

original form of Darcy’s law is appropriate. In situations where thermal effects are important 

and/or the pore fluid is not water, Darcy’s law has to be modified [S] , i.e. : 

In the above equation : 

Vif, Vi, are the velocities, respectively, of the fluid and the solid [L/T] 

pf : is the density of the fluid [M/L31 

n: is the viscosity of the fluid [M/L/T] 

kij: is the intrinsic permeability tensor IL*1 

n : is the porosity of the medium [non-dimensional] 

gi: is the ith component corresponding to the the acceleration due to gravity [L/T21 

The use of the generalized Darcy’s law (1) is essential when one deals with fluids other than 

water. It is thus necessary to separate the expression for the hydraulic conductivity Kil (loosely 

referred to as the permeability in most geotechnical applications) into a fluid independent 

component kil , and a fluid-dependent component characterized by its viscosity and density, i.e. : 

The viscosity and density of a particular fluid are also strongly temperature-dependent. When 

thermal effects are considered, appropriate experimentally derived functions of temperature 

should be used for these two parameters. 

2.2 Stress strain relationship and the generalized principle of effective stress 

The application of external loads will result in the development of a total stress field Oil. In the 
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idealized concept of a porous continuum, it is assumed that at every point, the medium is occupied 

by both the solid and the fluid phases. Consequently at every point, the total stress oij could be 

decomposed into one component borne by the fluid and another component called effective stress 

(see e.g. ref. 9). The fluid is assumed to be incapable of resisting any shear, thus the stress 

component borne by the fluid has to be hydrostatic and is called fluid pressure. The total stress can 

be expressed in terms of the fluid pressure and the effective stress as follows: 

Oij = ~ij +6ijp (3) 

where oij is the total stress tensor, o’tj is the effective stress tensor, p is the pore fluid pressure and 

Sit is the Kronecker delta function (=I if i= j ; = 0 otherwise). 

The total stress field will result in deformations of the porous solid skeleton and the pore fluid. For 

small deformations, the strains in the solid skeleton are represented by the small strain tensor etj , 

defined as: 

e_. =1 aU; au, 
” 2 ax, + ax, i i (4) 

where ui are the displacement components of the solid skeleton. 

The above strain could be divided into two parts, those associated respectively with the action of 

p and o’ij : 

i) Since p is hydrostatic, it results only in a volumetric deformation of the solid & : 

or in term of the individual components: 

Eij = Fij & (6) 
s 

where K, is the bulk modulus of the solid material. 

ii) The action of o’tj results in strain components e’tj 

The total strain is the sum of the above strains: 
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- 
eij = eij + eij (7) 

In the effective stress theory proposed by Terzaghi [lo], the first component of the strain tensor is 

neglected. Thus the deformational behaviour and failure conditions of the solid matrix is only 

dependent on the effective stress. This assumption is generally valid for saturated soils, but as we 

shall illustrate later, it might be inaccurate for cemented materials such as rocks. 

Next we consider the stress-strain relationship between o’tj and e’tj . The study of these 

constitutive relationships is the subject of much ongoing research (see e.g. ref. 11-12). These 

relationships describe the drained behaviour of the geological material, i.e. under conditions of 

either zero or constant pore pressure. The simplest constitutive relationship is Hooke’s law for 

linear isotropic elasticity. Linear elastic behaviour serves as a useful first approximation for the 

study of intact hard rocks which are subjected to stress states below the failure level. For the sake 

of simplicity, we will use Hooke’s law in this paper, although extensions to more sophisticated 

constitutive relationships could be accomodated. Considering the combined effects of stresses and 

thermally induced deformations, Hooke’s law could be written as: 

Olj = 2G eij + (h ekk - P KDT)Gq (8) 

In equation (8) G and h are Lame’s constants; p is the coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion of 

the drained material; KD is the bulk modulus of the drained material; T is temperature. 

Lame’s constants ( h and G ) and the bulk modulus ( KD ) are related to the more familiar Young’s 

modulus ( E ) and Poisson’s ratio (v ) by the following relations: 

G=E 
2( l+v) 

h= 
(I+$-2v) 

(9) 

KD =x+$G=L 
3(1-2v) 

After substitution of (7) and (8) into (3) and performing some algebraic manipulations , the total 

stress- total strain relationships can be written in the form: 

Oij = 2G eij + (h eh - P KDT)6, + ap6ij (10) 

where : 
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cd-g (11) 

It can be verified that, when the first component of the strain tensor in (7) is neglected, one would 

obtain from (11) a value of a equal to unity. Examining equation (II), a value of a equal to one 

corresponds to the case when the solid grain material is considered incompressible with respect to 

the matrix (i.e. K, >>KD ). This is true for soils. For rocks, this introduces inaccuracies. Consider for 

example the typical properties of intact granite from the Canadian Shield: 

E= 30x109 Pa 

v =0.25 

K, = 5x1010 Pa (for quartz and most minerals) 

From (9), KD = 2x1010 Pa and thus a=0.6. 

2.3 Eauation of heat conservation 

In a geological medium, there are two main mechanisms of heat transfer: these are heat conduction 

and heat convection. 

Heat conduction is the transfer of heat by the activation of solid and fluid particles, without their 

bulk movement . The rate of heat flow by conduction is governed by Fourier’s law, which states 

that the rate of heat flow is proportional to the temperature gradient: 

c (12) qi = _ lCij_ 
dXj 

where: 

qt is the rate of heat flow in the ith direction [WI 

T is temperature [“Cl 

“ii is the thermal conductivity tensor [W/m/OCl 

Heat convection on the other hand is due to the bulk movement of the particles. In a poro-elastic 

medium, the movement of the solid particles could be neglected; thus it is the fluid flow which is 

mainly responsible for the convective heat transfer. The rate of heat transfer by convection is 

proportional to the rate of fluid flow. It could be shown that for low permeability geological 

media, such as granitic rock masses, since the rate of fluid flow is sufficiently slow, heat convection 

is negligible compared to heat conduction. 
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We assume that conduction is the main mechanism of heat transfer, and that Fourier’s law applies. 

We further assume that a state of thermal equilibrium always exist between the fluid and the 

solid (i.e. at any point, the temperature in the solid equals the temperature in the fluid). The 

equation governing conservation of heat is: 

where: 

KtJ is the thermal conductivity tensor of the bulk medium [W/m/Cl 

p is the density of the bulk medium [kg/m? 

C is the specific heat per unit mass of the bulk medium [J/kg/oCJ 

2.4 Eauation of ectuilibrium 

For a continuum, the equation of quasi-static equilibrium is: 

aoij+,. =O 

aXj 1 
(14) 

where Ft is the volumetric body force vector. 

Substituting the constitutive equation (10) into (14), we obtain : 

Substituting the strain-displacement relation (4) into (15), we obtain: 

G a2ui 2 

-+ (C+X)~+a~-PK$Fi=O (16) 
axjdxj 1 J x1 1 

2.5 Eauation of fluid mass conservation 

For an elemental volume V of the medium, the net flux of fluid mass through the boundary of the 

volume is equal to the rate of fluid mass accumulation, i.e. 
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a a 
- dPfn(Vif - Vlf)) = jvf) (17) 
ax, dt 

where n is the porosity of the medium. 

The right hand side of (17) could be expanded as: 

qnpf) = n* + p$ (18) 
dt dt dt 

Since a change in p and T will result in a change in volume, of is a function of p and T. Thus for 

variations dp and dT, the variation in pf would be: 

where Kf and pf are respectively the bulk modulus and the coefficient of volumetric thermal 

expansion of the fluid. 

The porosity n is a function of p, T and the effective stress . In order to establish the relationship 

between these quantities, we follow the methodology of Bishop [131. We examine the variation in 

volume of an elemental volume V of the medium, under the combined action of a total stress 

increment dot) and a temperature increment dT. The total stress increment could be further divided 

into an effective stress increment do’ij and a pore fluid pressure increment dp. 

i) The change in volume of the solids due to dp is: 

dV = (‘-ydp (20) s 
s 

The total change in volume due to dp is: 

dV = F (21) 

ii) The area of solid in any plane of area A intersecting the element is (I-n)A. The average 

increment of effective stress in that plane acting on the solid is thus do’tj/(l-n). The change in 
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volume of the solids due to do’ij is : 

dV, = vg (22) 
s 

The total volume change due to do’tj is: 

dv = v$ (23) 
D 

iii) The volume change of the solids due to dT is: 

dV, = (I-n)VP,dT (24) 

where pS is the coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion of the solid material. The total volume 

change due to dT is: 

dV = VPdT (25) 

The change in pore volume is the difference between the sum of all the above dV and the sum of the 

dVf. After simplification, we obtain: 

(1-n) P&T (26) 

By definition: 

dn= n$+(&-&e+(fi-(1-n)P)dT (27) 

From (10) we have: 

do;, = 3KD(de& - dp/Ks - PdT) (28) 

Thus: 

dn = F + cxdea + ((l-a@ - (l-n) P&T (29) 
s 

Using (19) and (29), equation (18) becomes: 
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Assuming that: 

a 
-+fnWif - Vif)) = 

prWV; 1 vif)) c3 1 I 

axi x1 

equations (1) and (2) can be used to express the equation of fluid mass conservation (17) in the 

following form: 

- (l-n) ps - nPfc=O (32) 

Equations (13), (16) and (32) form the set of governing differential equations for non-isothermal 

consolidation of a porous medium. The primary unknowns are the displacement field ut, the pore 

fluid pressure p and the temperature T. 

3 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION OF ISOTHERMAL CONSOLIDATION 

For isothermal conditions, the governing differential equations reduce to: 

The above set of governing equations were approximated by matrix equations following a standard 

Galerkin finite element procedure . Further developments concerning the application of finite 

element techniques to the study of poroelastic media are given, among others, in [14-181. Let us 

consider a domain R of boundary B where the above equations apply. Following standard finite 

element methodologies, the domain R is discretized into N, elements. Two types of elements are 

considered: 

i) Plane isonaramettic elements: 
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This element is used to represent the unfractured portion of the rock mass. Displacements within 

the element are interpolated as functions of the displacements at all 8 nodes, while pore pressure 

is interpolated as a function of the four corner nodes i,k,m and o only. A detailed description of this 

element could be found, for example, in [19J. 

n 

Y 

IL--l i 
k 

i 

Figure 1 Plane isooarametric element Figure 2 Joint Element 

ii) Toint Element 

This element is used to simulate discontinuities in the rock mass such as joints, fracture zones, fault 

zones. Basically it is a Very thin element, characterized by a thickness b and length L. Nodal 

displacements are obtained at all six nodes (figure 2) while nodal pore pressures are obtained only 

at the corner nodes i, k, 1 and n. The mechanical behaviour of the element is dictated by its shear 

and normal stiffness DRY and Dyfy* while its hydraulic behaviour is governed by the the 

longitudinal and transverse permeabilities k,,,, and k,,,, . 

The displacements along the bottom edge (i-j-k) and along the top edge (l-m-n) are interpolated 

with respected to the nodal displacements as: 

~b,,t = Niui + Nju; + Nkuk 

Vbot = NiVi + NjVj + NkVk 

utop = Ntu; + N,uj, + N,u; 
(34) 

vtop = NIV, + N,,& + N,v;, 

and the interpolation functions are defined as: 
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Nl(x’) = 2 xt2/L2 - 3 x’/L + 1 

N2(x’) = -4x12/L2+ 4x1/L (35) 
N3(x’) = 2x’*/L2 - x’/L 

u’ and v’ are the displacement along x’ and y’ respectively. It could be seen that they are assumed to 

vary as a quadratic function of x’. 

The strain components in the joint element can be expressed in term of displacements as follows: 

(36) 

2E , _ %p - Ubot 
XY - 

aVbot I 

b l3Xl 

The effective stresses are related to strains by the equation: 

At the present stage of the FRACON code development, only linear behaviour of the joint is being 

considered, thus the values D,,,’ , D,,,, , and Df, are assumed constant. 

The pore pressure within the joint is interpolated as a function of the pore pressures at the corner 

nodes i,k,l,n as: 

p(x’,y’)= Nlpr +N3p3 +N4p4 +Nhpb (38) 

The interpolation functions are: 

N1 = 1 -xl/L, - y’/b + x’y’/b/L + 1 - 
N2 = x’/L - x’y’/b/L 

N3 = x’y’/bfL (39) 

N4 = y’/b - x’y’/b/l_ 

With the above two types of elements being fully defined, a Galerkin procedure is applied to the 

differential equations (33) which represent isothermal consolidation. This yields a matrix 

equation of the form: 
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VI + 

: 

where: 

WI 

[CRPIT 

YWI 

[CRPIT 

[CRPI 

Ii 

Jr}’ \ = 
-8At[KP] + [CP] {p}’ \ 

@$CRP] 

1 

(40) 

I \ trio 

(l-O)At[KP] + [CP] (P)’ I\ j 

- the unknown are the nodal displacements (rJ* and the nodal pore pressures 1~11 at the current 

time step 

lrJ0 and 1p)e are the nodal displacement and nodal pore pressure vectors at the previous time step 

- (9 is the “force” vector, f.l is a time integration constant 

- all the other matrices, [Kl, [Cl’], etc. are assembled from element matrices, which are dependent 

on mechanical, hydrological properties of the individual elements and the interpolation functions 

USed. 

The time integration constant I3 varies between 0 and 1. Using a value of 0 = 0.75, we found that 

after the first few time steps, stability of the solution is generally well achieved 121. 

4 VERIFICATION OF THE FRACON CODE 

Figure 3 compares the FRACON code results with Terzaghi’s [lo] analytical solution for the 

problem of the one dimensional consolidation of a soil column of thickness b, with an impermeable 

base and loaded at the surface with a constant stress pe. The pore pressure distribution is shown at 

different normalized times T, where : 

T=$ (41) 

and cv is the coefficient of consolidation, that could be related to the hydraulic conductivity K and 

the elastic constants by: 

cy = 
KE(l-v) 

p&l-2v)(l+v) (42) 

Figure 4 compares the results obtained via FRACON with analytical solutions given by McNamee 

and Gibson [ZO] for the plane strain consolidation of a semi-infinite porous medium, subject to a 
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strip load of width 2b at the free surface. The pore pressure distribution along the centerline of the 

load is shown at different normalized times T, which is defined by : 

T = -2 (43) 

where: 

E==$ (44) 

z/b 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 PIP0 

1 

z/a 2 

Figure 3 1-D consolidation 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1 

U l AFRACON 

P/PO 

Figure 4 2-D plane strain consolidation 
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For the above two cases, the medium is homogeneous, isotropic and elastic, both the pore fluid and 

the solid grains material are assumed to be incompressible , and the Poisson’s ratio is set equal to 

zero. In both cases, the agreement between the results from FRACON and the analytic solutions is 

excellent. 

5 PARAMETRIC STUDY 

A parametric study was performed for the problem of the consolidation of a geological layer of 

finite thickness, resting on a smooth impervious base. A constant strip load of magnitude po and 

width 2b is imposed on the free draining upper surface of the layer. The finite element model, 

along with the boundary conditions are shown in figure 5. Due to symmetry, only half of the 

geometry is discretized . In this parametric study, we define the base case as follows: 

E=35x10y Pa 

n=O.Ol 

K,,=Kyy=5x10-11 m/s 

The above values are typical of a competent saturated granitic rock mass of the Canadian shield. 

For the base case, the pore fluid and the solid material are considered incompressible. The total 

vertical stress imposed at the surface has a magnitude po=30 Mpa and a width of 2b = 10 km. Such 

a load could result from an ice cap during a glaciation period 1211. The geometry of this problem 

and the boundary conditions are very similar to the problem of glaciation presented in the next 

section. We will defer the justification of these geometry and boundary conditions to that section. 

An analytical solution for the base case is given by Gibson et al. [22] ; the results from FRACON for 

the base case compare very well with that analytical solution . 

b 

1 _ 4 

smooth impervious base 

Model dimension 4bxb 

Figure 5 Finite element model for parametric studv 
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5.1 Effect of Poisson’s ratio 

Figure 6 shows the pore pressure evolution as a function of time at one point underneath 

centerline of the load. The dimensionless time T factor is redefined to make it independent of v: 

the 

T = L‘r with C = KE 
b2 PfE 

(45) 

One can see that the pore pressure increase is lower with higher values of Poisson’s ratio. The 

Mandcl-Cryer effect( i.e. the increase in pore pressure after the immediate increase and before the 

gradual decrease due to drainage), is less pronounced with the higher values of Poisson’s ratio. 

% 

m 0. 
:: 
D 

-2 
;;i 0. 

0 

,a 
a 

0. b ” = 0.4 0.2 0.0 

?.f .l 1 0 

T 

Figure 6 Effect of Poison’s ratio - pore pressure 

Figure 7 Effect of Poisson’s ratio - vertical settlement 
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Figure 7 shows the normalized surface settlement Ev/b/po (where v is the real settlement) under 

the center of the load. With increasing Poisson’s ratio, the settlement is smaller and the difference 

between the immediate and final settlements is less pronounced. 

5.2 Effects of nermeabilitv anisotrouv 

Kh = 1OKv 

1 
x/b 

2 3 

Figure 8 Effect of uermeabilitv anisotronv - uore uressure 

1. 

0. 

," 0. 

2i 
2 
w 0. 

0. 

0. 
,001 .Ol .l 1 

T 

Figure 9 Effects of permeabilitv- settlement 

0 

Figure 8 shows the distribution of pore pressure along a horizontal plane at depth z/b= 0.36 and 

time T=0.09. We note that when the horizontal permeability is larger than the vertical 
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permeability, dissipation of pore pressure is more rapid in the region beneath the strip load due to 

increased horizontal drainage. Owing to the fluid input from the central region, the presurc 

outside that region is higher than that in the base case. Due to the faster pore pressure dissip.,!lSln 

in the loaded zone, during the transient period of time, the surface settlement beneath the ccntrr 

of the load is higher for the case with the higher horizontal permeability; however, the 

immediate and final settlement values are the same for both cases. 

5.3 Effects of fluid and solid compressibilitv 

The influence of compressibility of the fluid and solid phases were compared against the base case. 

The following values of compressibility were considered: 

- for the fluid: 4.5x10-10 Pa-1 

- for the solids: : 2x 10-11 Pa-1 

Figure 10 Effect of fluid /solid compressibilitv - oore pressure 

It could be seen that with compressibility considerations: 

- the pore pressure buildup is less pronounced (figure 10) 

- the immediate settlement is larger, but the final settement is the same (figure 11). Thus the 

setlement during the transient period is less important. 

Compressibility of fluid and solid phases is generally neglected in classical soil consolidation 

analysis. As shown here, neglecting this factor in rocks will result in an overestimation of the 

induced pore pressure The latter results in an underestimation of normal effective ~tre~~e~ and 

possibly an overconservative prediction of rock mass failure. 



Figure 11 Effect of fluid/solid comnressibilitv - settlement 

5.4 Effects of Boundar-v Conditions 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

q Fixed boundary 

. Smooth boundary 

.OOl 

Figure 12 Effect of boundan/- conditions - nore pressure 

For some problems, it is more realistic to assume that the bottom and right boundaries in figure 5 are 

fixed in both vertical and horizontal directions. ( Consider for example the consolidation of a soil 

formation deposited in a valley, where a rough interface exists between the soil and the underlying 

bedrock). The effects of such boundary conditions are shown in figures 12 and 13. It is seen that the 

vertical settlement is lower and the pore pressure increase is generally higher than the base case. 



a 

2 
; 
w 

0.6 

Figure 13 Effect of boundarv conditions-settlement 

5.5 Effects of lointing 

We have examined the influence of jointing by incorporating a vertical fracture zone through the 

rock mass. Several locations of such a fracture zone were investigated, but the most dramatic effects 

were found when this fracture zone is located at the edge of the strip load. The finite element 

model for this latter case , shown in figure 14, is similar to the base case, except that the fracture 

zone is simulated by joint elements. The following dimensions and properties were assigned to the 

fracture zone : 

- thickness : 20 m 

- longitudinal hydraulic conductivity: 5x10-S m/s 

- transverse hydraulic conductivity: 5x10-10 m/s 

- normal1 stiffness Dfv (cf. eq. 37 for definition): 3.5x 109 Pa 

- shear stiffness Dxfy’: 3.5~108 Pa 

The above longitudinal hydraulic conductivity of the fracture is three orders of magnitude larger 

than the hydraulic conductivity of the competent rock; its shear stiffness is two orders of 

magnitude lower than the Young’s modulus of the competent rock. In a realistic case, these 

properties of both the competent rock mass and the fracture zone would likely vary with depth. 

However, our objective here is to determine the effects of the contrast in properties between the 

fracture zone and the competent rock on the hydraulic and mechanical behaviour of the system. 
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Thus, for the sake of simplicity, these properties are assumed to be uniform with depth. 

Fracture zone 

smooth impervious base 

Figure 14 Finite element model with fracture zone 

0 

e 
d 

I: 

V.” 

A 

0.5- -2 
0.4- 

q Finer mesh 

l Coarser mesh 

1 

0.3 ! . . *. . . . . . . . . - .‘..I . . . . ..I., . . . ..-_I 
.OOl .Ol .l 1 10 

T 

Figure 15 Mesh converprence 

To our knowledge, no analytical solution exists for this problem. In order to verify the accuracy of 

the finite element solution, we performed a study on the influence of mesh refinement and time step 

size on the convergence of the solution. In figure 15, the vertical settlement at point A, situated at 

the edge of the strip load, is shown. It can be seen that the adopted “coarser” mesh shown in figure 

14 gives essentially the same results as the “finer” mesh where the element sizes are 

approximately half the size of the “coarser” mesh. In figure 16, the effect of the size of the initial 

time step is shown. It can be seen that a decrease in the time step by a factor of 5 made virtually no 

difference in the results. The results shown in figures 17 to 19 were obtained with the larger time 

step and the coarser mesh shown in figure 14. 
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; 
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0.4 - l dT =7.14e-5 

a dT = 1.43e-5 

Figure 16 Time step convewence 

Figure 17 Effect of fracture zone - pore pressure 
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,001 .Ol .l 

T 

Figure 18 Effects of fracture zone -settlement 

The pore pressure at depth z/b= 0.36 beneath the center of the load is shown in figure 17. For this 

example, the effect of the fracture zone is not very significant for the point considered, due to the 

large distance between them (5 km). 

The surface settlement at the center of the load is shown in figure 18. Although the transient 

settlement is slightly higher than the base case, the immediate and final settlements are the same 

even with the presence of the fracture zone. As shown in figures 17 and 18, the effects of the 

fracture zone , for a point remote from it, are not pronounced. Figure 19 shows that these effects 

become more significant at areas close to the discontinuity. 

In figure 19, deformed shapes and pore pressure distributions at a particular time CT= 0.03) are 

compared between the base case and the case with a fracture zone. Figure 19 b shows the 

discontinuity in the displacement field induced by the fracture zone. Figure 19 d shows that the 

fracture zone acts as a sink to accelerate the rate of pore pressure dissipation in its vicinity. 

5.6 Effects of multiule fracture zones 

Here we consider two fracture zones (fig. 20). As in the previous case, these fracture zones induce a 

discontinuity in the displacement field (fig. 21), especially for the fracture zone outside of the 

loaded region. Both fracture zones act as drainage features (fig. 22). 
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a) Base case - Deformed shape 

b)Region with fracture zone - Deformed shape 

c) Base case - Pore pressure distribution 

d) Region with fracture zone - Pore pressure distribution 

Figure 19 Comoarison between unfractured and fractured media 
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Figure 20 Multide fracture zones - Finite element model 

Figure 21 Multiule fracture zones - deformed shaw 
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Figure 22 Multiule fracture zones - wre pressure distribution 
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6 EXAMPLE - GLACIATION IMPACTS ON A NUCLEAR FUEL WASTE REPOSITORY 

The Canadian concept for the disposal of heat emitting high level Nuclear Fuel Waste (NFW) 

involves the deep burial of the wastes in a plutonic rock mass of the Canadian Shield. Due to the 

long lives of the radioisotopes, a NFW disposal system is required to provide environmental and 

public protection against contaminant release for tens of thousands of years. The plutonic rock mass 

is probably the most important barrier against contaminant release to the environment. Geologists 

expect that in approximately 10000 years, the Canadian Shield could be exposed to a new 

glaciation period, similar to the ones that occured cyclically in the past . The ice cap forming on top 

of a repository could impose a load of up to 30 Mpa near the center and 15 MPa near the edges of the 

ice cap. Such loads could significantly affect the structural and hydrogeological characteristics of 

the rock mass. The FRACON code was used to model the impacts of glaciation on the performance 

of a NFW repository. The glaciation scenario modelled here is not meant to be perfect and site 

specific. The Nuclear Fuel Waste Disposal program in Canada is at an early stage of a concept 

feasibility study; a specific site that would host a NFW repository is yet to be selected. In that 

context, the use of simple but conservative assumptions in building scenarios in order to assesss the 

robustness of the concept is preferred over more sophisticated assumptions which do not have all 

the site-specific data to support them. 

A plutonic rock mass of the Canadian Shield that would host a NFW repository would be 

competent, mostly unfractured with the presence of few major fracture zones which are easily 

distinguishable from the unfractured rock mass. Field data from the Underground Research 

Laboratory [23] in Pinawa, Manitoba confirms that this is particularly true at depths greater than 

400 m, where the rock mass is essentially intact outside the major fracture zones. The latter are 

defined as zone of fractured, broken rocks, which are hundreds of metres (or more) long and tens of 

meters (or more) thick. These fracture zones usually have very different mechanical and 

hydrogeological characteristics when compared with the remaining competent rock mass. Usually 

they are more hydraulically conductive and prone to shearing under high structural loads, such as 

the weight of a glacier. Conceptually, such rock masses of the Canadian Shield could be considered 

as saturated porous media, separated by fracture zones. When such a rock mass is stressed under the 

heavy load of a glacier, it will respond both mechanically and hydraulically in a coupled manner. 

Furthermore, even with subzero ambient atmospheric temperatures, the pore fluid will be unfrozen 

due to its salinity and due to the high pressure exerted by the glacier. This unfrozen state is also 

confirmed by geological studies [21). The coupled mechanical/hydraulic response of the rock mass 

due to the ice loading could thus be mathematically modelled with the FRACON code. 

A future glacier, based on geological studies of past glaciation events, could cover up to half of the 

Northern hemisphere. The ice is thickest in the center, around 3 km, resulting in a load of 30 Mpa 
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on the ground surface; near the edges the thickness would be about 1.5 km, with a resulting pressure 

of 15 Mpa. The response of a NFW repository to ice loading will be different depending on its 

location ( far away from or near the edges of the glacier ) not only because of the difference in the 

magnitudes of the load due to the different ice thicknesses, but also because of the different 

hydraulic and structural boundary conditions applicable to each case. Mathematical modelling for 

the latter case is presented here. 

Zone considered in 
finite element model 

Continental ice sheet 

Earth’s Crust - 40 km thick at the Canadian Shield 

Earth’s Viscous Mantle 

Figure 23 Concentual Model for a glaciation scenario 

The conceptual model for a glaciation scenario is illustrated in figure 23. Under the load of the 

glacier geologists estimate, from past glaciation periods, that the surface of the earth will be 

depressed by up to 1 km 1211. Most of this downward movement is due to the flow of the viscous 

mantle. On the other hand, we are only interested in the mechanical and hydrogeological 

disturbances in the upper part of the earth crust, where a NFW repository might be located. The 

finite element model for the region of the earth crust near the end of the glacier is shown in figure 

24. Only the upper 5 km of the crust is represented; it is assumed that the deeper portion of the crust 

is impermeable and behaves as a rigid body. Consequently, the bottom boundary is assumed to be 

impermeable. This boundary is also fixed in the vertical direction, since we are only interested in 

the relative deformations in the crust (and not in the absolute movement which is due mainly to the 

flow of the mantle). The bottom boundary is free in the horizontal direction, since it is believed 

that the interface between the crust and the mantle is relatively smooth. Considering the very 

large extent of the ice sheet, the left boundary is assumed to be fixed in the horizontal direction. 

The entire top boundary is assumed to be free draining. The ice is represented by a load of 15 Mpa 
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applied uniformly on the surface of the geological stratum. It is estimated that the rate of advance 

of a continental glacier is of the order of lkm/year 1211, i.e. quite fast as compared to the transient 

period of hydrological/mechanical disturbances that it would induce in the upper crust. Thus, it is 

assumed that the 15 Mpa load is imposed instantaneously at time zero, and subsequently remains 

constant . The following mechanical/hydraulic properties of the rock mass are typical for plutons 

of the Canadian Shield [23-251 and were used in the analysis: 

Hydraulic conductivity K: IO-11 m/s 

Young’s modulus E: 35x109 Pa 

Poisson’s ratio v : 0.2 

Effective porosity n: 0.005 

The following compressibility values were used: 

For the solid material cg: 2x10-11 Pa-l 

For the water cf: 4.5x10-10 Pa-r 

In this analysis, we assumed the existence of a vertical fracture zone at the toe of the glacier. The 

fracture zone is 20 m thick and runs through the whole depth of the model . Joint elements were 

used to simulate the fracture zone and solid isoparametric elements were used to simulate the 

unfractured portion of the rock mass. The location of this fracture zone , right at the edge of the 

glacier is a conservative assumption, since the rate of grounwater flow would be higher near the 

edge of the glacier where a hypothetical repository is located. The following properties of the 

fracture zone are assumed: 

Shear stiffness: 3.5~108 Pa 

Normal stiffness: 3.5x109 Pa 

Axial hydraulic conductivity: 10-s m/s 

For the sake of simplicity consistent with the generic site discussed earlier, the properties of both 

the competent rock mass and the fracture zone are assumed to be uniform with depth. 
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Fracture zone 

I I I Illll 

Impermeable 

I 

5 km 

fyyyq Magnified zone (figure 27) 

Figure 24 Case of repositorv near the glacier edee - Finite element model 

A typical deformed mesh of the model is shown in figure 25. It can be seen that a discontinuity in 

the displacement field is created by the fracture zone. It could also be inferred that the glacier 

might induce high shear stress in the fracture zone and significantly perturb the existing 

equilibrium stress distibution in the unfractured rock mass, especially near the toe of the ice sheet. 

I I I I I I I I11111 I I I I I I I I 

Figure 25 Deformed shape due to glacier 

The shear stress along the depth of the fracture zone is shown in figure 26. The Mohr-Coulomb 

failure criterion is assumed applicable : 

zf = (3’ tan@’ + c’ (46) 

where: 

of is the shear stress at failure 
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o’ is the effective normal stress acting across the fracture zone 

c’ and 0’ are the parameters of the criterion 

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd [241 reviewed the data available for the values c’ and @’ of fracture 

zones in granite and proposed the following ranges: 

Q’: 25 to 400 

c’: 0 to 240 kPa 

In this analysis, we assume that c’=O and W =330 

The effective normal stress in equation (46) is dependent of the state of in-situ horizontal stress. 

The extreme values ( low and high) given by Herget 1261 are used to calculate the normal stress 

acting across the fracture zone. The Mohr-Coulomb failure envelopes for these two cases were then 

calculated and shown in figure 26. By comparing the shear stress induced by the glacier and the 

shear resistance , it can be concluded that at depths greater than 200 m, shear failure of the 

fracture zone is very unlikely, while the top 200 m of the fracture zone might bc reactivated. This 

reactivation of the fracture zone at shallow depths is likely to result in an increase in its 

hydraulic conductivity. 

3 High in-situ stress 
a 20 
E 

5 
6 

,I / $ 
1 o- 

Shear resistance 

,<* We; 

I I m I . 1 9 I m I ’ 
200 400 600 

Depth along fracture (m) 

n Shear stress induced by glacier 

Figure 26 Shear stress alone fracture zone 

In order to verify whether the changes in stress due to the glacier will result in fracturing of the 

originally unfractured portion of the rock mass , the empirical Hoek and Brown [27] failure 

criterion was adopted: 
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In which: 

cY1f is the effective major principal stress at failure. 

0’3 is the effective minor principal stress 

oc is the uniaxial compressive strength of intact samples of the rock mass 

m , s are empirical constants. 

Data from the Underground Research Laboratory, Manitoba, Canada [23 ] suggest that the rock 

within the upper 200 m could be classified as “fair quality” while below this depth, it would be of 

“very good quality” (classification according to the Hoek and Brown scheme). Using values of m, s 

and 6, consistent with these classifications, it was found that fracturing of the intact rock below 

200 m would not occur, while the top 200 m in the region of the toe of the glacier might fail 

according to the Hoek and Brown criterion. 

Typical contours of excess pore pressure are shown in figure 27. It can be seen that the fracture zone 

acts as a drain and would constitute a discharge conduit of groundwater to the surface. These 

contours also suggest that high hydraulic gradients are induced by the glacier. These gradients 

could reach maximum of the order of 100% (several orders of magnitude higher than normal 

regional gradients). In order to assess the effects of these high gradients on contaminant migration 

from a repository located near the edges of the glacier, the trajectories of typical water particles 

were calculated according to the equation: 

t 

x(t) = xo + vx(x,z,t) dt 
Jo 

(48) 

I 

t 

z(t) = ZQ + v,(w,t) dt 
0 

where : 

x(t), z(t) and xg , za are the coordinates of the particle position, respectively, at times t and 0, and: 

v (xzt)=K3 x 7 > 

n yw ax (49) 

V,(XZt)=K* 1 , 

nyw az 
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Figure 27 Case of fracture zone- Tvpical excess pore pressure COntOUrS 
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Figure 28 Case of fracture zone - Tvpical water uarticle haiectories 
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Typical trajectories of water particles are shown in figure 28. Particles 1 and 2 are at a depth of 500 

m; particles 3 and 4 at 1000 m. Particles 1 and 3 are 200 m from the fracture zone, while 2 and 4 are 

at 100 m. After 20,000 years particles 1, 2 and 3 have travelled a distance of less than 100 m and 

have not reached the fracture zone. Particle 4 discharged to the fracture zone in about 6,000 years. 

From the above finding, it could be concluded that an envelope of at least 100 m of intact rock 

between the wastes and a major fracture zone is a desirable design feature of a repository. 

The main findings from this rather simple model are consistent with the geologists’ observations on 

the effects of past glaciations (21 ] : 

- structural failure in competent rock masses and fracture zones rejuvenation would likely happen in 

the upper few hundred metres of the earth crust only 

- the groundwater regime is profoundly perturbed 

7 CONCLUSION 

A finite element computer code, FRACON, has been developed to study nonisothermal 

consolidation of jointed hard rock masses. The code development is based on a generalization of 

Biot’s theory. It includes plane isoparametric elements to simulate unfractured parts of the rock 

mass and special joint elements to simulate discontinuities. At present, code development for 

isothermal consolidation has been completed and comparisons with analytical solutions have 

been performed. A parametric study shows that factors often neglected in the study of soils, such as 

fluid and solid material compressibility, permeability anisotropy and the presence of jointing can 

significantly affect the consolidation of rock masses. The FRACON code was used to simulate the 

impacts of a glaciation scenario on the behaviour of a nuclear fuel waste repository situated in the 

Canadian Shield. It is observed that rock mass failure and fracture zones rejuvenation can be 

induced at depths above 200 m ; at lower depths , structural failure is unlikely. High excess pore 

pressures are induced by the ice cap, resulting in hydraulic gradients which are several orders of 

magnitude higher than normal regional gradients. These high gradients would lead to increased 

groundwater flow from the repository. In order to provide an adequate barrier against contaminant 

transport, it is desirable to seek geological profiles where an envelope of intact rock of 100 m in 

minimum thickness can be located between the repository and any fracture zone that outcrops to the 

surface. 
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